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		100% WOOL BERET (11″)

		 STYLE # 6048
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		100% WOOL BERET WITH PVC TAPER BAND

		 STYLE # 2056
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		100% WOOL FINGLERLESS GLOVES

		 STYLE # 2325
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		100% WOOL GLOVES

		 STYLE # 2324
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		100% WOOL GLOVES – PACK 24

		 STYLE # 2324.PK
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		ACRYLIC CHECK SCARF

		 STYLE # 21120
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		ACRYLIC CUFFLESS THINSULATE BEANIE – PACK 12

		 STYLE # 21536.PK-PK
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		ACRYLIC FINGERLESS GLOVE THINSULATE LINED

		 STYLE # 2012
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		ACRYLIC FINGERLESS GLOVE THINSULATE LINING – PACK 24

		 STYLE # 2012.PK-PK
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		ACRYLIC FINGERLESS GLOVE WITH THINSULATE LINING

		 STYLE # 6031
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		ACRYLIC FINGERLESS GLOVE WITH THINSULATE LINING – PACK 24

		 STYLE # 6031.PK
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		ACRYLIC GLOVE WITH THINSULATE

		 STYLE # 2034
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For all things on-trend, look no further than our carefully crafted winter collection of wholesale gloves, hats and accessories. Our winter essentials will keep you cosy, warm, and in style.  Beanies, berets, ivy caps, fashion hats, gloves and scarves are ranged throughout our collections.

Produced using the finest blends of fabrics, our basics collection of knitted winter beanies, gloves and scarves will finish the look and keep you warm.  Bulky knits, woven styles, cable knit patterns and multi-colour knits bring a touch of difference. Herringbone, houndstooth, checks and solids in our wholesale scarf collection will tie in well with your headwear.  Wrap it, tie it, or simply leave it loose to achieve the desired winter look.

Stepping outside of the basics with the perfect winter accessory is our classic wool felt fashion hats. Fedoras, safaris, outback hats and cowboy hats, as well as wide brims, boaters, upturns and cloche’s adorned with trims to show off the hats character.  Petersham bands, feathers, jute and leather will help tell the story. Avenel’s collections of wool felt winter hats have been purposefully blocked in different shapes to suit all styles, faces and trends.

Step up the look from a hat to a stylish cap with a vast collection of classic and boutique winter caps.  Check newsboys’ caps, tweed ivy caps and structured caps to make any outfit pop with a personalised pattern, colour and shape.

Watch jaws drop as you step outside in a Hanna cap.  Admired and Handcrafted in Donegal Ireland this range is second to none.  A variety of tweeds and patchwork creations hand-made using your very own colour selection.

Our all-season sought distressed weathered cotton collection creates the rugged outback look whilst creating a water repellent finish.  Having the look and durability of oilskin leather, but is lightweight and cooler for the outback sun. If you are looking for a hat that gives the look that it has already seen a bit of the world, look no further than rugged and robust weather cotton available in many shapes and styles.

For the perfect accessory, look no further than an Avenel!
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